The least original way of beginning the Croonian Lecture, y et quite th e best w ith regard to our subject to-day, is to quote again the original term s of reference. The founder directed th a t it should be 'of th e N ature and Property of Local Motion and th e application of the Doctrine thereof to explicate th e causes and reasons of the P henom ena'. In the long passage of tim e since the Lecture was founded we inevitably tu rn more and more to th e nature and property of local m otion of th e molecules of biological structures, till now, in fact, this concern w ith the molecular basis of things has become biology's m ost noticeable feature. I t is a sign of the times th a t a physicist should be invited to deliver this famous biological lecture and th a t he should propose to talk about th e nature and property of local m otion of th e working molecules of the muscle structure. I w ant to do something more th a n th a t, though ; I w ant to try to set th e muscle story in its appropriate place in the wider scheme of biological fibres in general.
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and we have called these a and ft. I t is beyond question that in the /5-form the polypeptide chains are almost fully extended in the familiar £raws-configuration, and so in the a-form the same chains must be regularly folded, and indeed in such a way, to judge by the present weight of evidence, as to reduce their length to only about half the extended length. The stretching and elastic recovery of a fibre of the k.-m.-f. group is therefore the expression of a reversible intramolecular trans formation, an unfolding and refolding of the actual molecules. This is the very fundamental kind of local motion th a t we are to talk about to-day.
Many results of our investigations in the field of protein structure have already been communicated to the Royal Society and elsewhere, and there is no need here to go over all the ground again. I t may be convenient to mention certain key papers and to refer to them by numbers (I, Astbury & Street 1931; II, Astbury 1933; III, Astbury & Woods 1933; IV, Astbury & Sisson 1935; V, Astbury, Dickinson & Bailey 1935; VI, Astbury 1938; VII, Woods 1938; V III, Astbury 1940; IX , Astbury & Dickinson 1940; X, Astbury 1941; XI, Astbury 1942; XII, Astbury 1943 ; X III, Bailey, Astbury & Rudall 1943) , but for the rest, in addition to reporting new results, we shall recall only such of the older observations as the argument requires. We should look first a t plates 16 and 17, two X-ray 'picture galleries' illustrating the two main families of fibrous proteins. The k.-m.-f. group includes the fibrous proteins of the epidermis of mammals, amphibians, and certain fishes; the fibrous structures such as hair, horn, nails, spines, whalebone, etc., which arise from the mammalian epidermis; the principal muscle protein, myosin; and the blood-clotting proteins, fibrinogen and fibrin. In all these in their normal states the molecules are in the folded a-form, but they all show similar long-range elasticity and on stretching pass over into the extended /5-form, from which they return to the a-form on release. There is also a subgroup (the feather keratin group) that exists normally in a somewhat shortened ^-configuration, but it is confined to the harder epidermal tissues, such as feathers, beaks, claws, and scales, of modem reptiles and birds. In this case too, however, it is possible to stretch the molecules elastically, though not discontinuously as in the a-^-transformation, but con tinuously over the 7 % range by which the equilibrium form falls short of the fully extended /5-length. The collagen group includes the white connective tissue fibres, tendons, cartilage, the scales and fins of fishes, the ichthyocol of swimbladders, the byssus threads of bivalves, the so-called ovo-keratin of the egg capsule of the skate, etc., the cuticles of annelid worms, jellyfish, the filaments ejected by the sea-cucumber, and so on. I t is characterized by polypeptide chains which are held inextensibly in a configuration th a t appears to be about 20 % shorter than the trans -configuration of the /5-proteins, and the evidence to date is that this is the result of preponderance of residues of the two imino-acids, proline and hydroxyproline, which have the effect of impressing a partial cis-configuration on the chains. The only other important property of the collagen group that we need emphasize just now is the long-known one of thermal contraction. In hot water (and/or certain swelling solutions) the collagen fibres contract very rapidly to W. T. Astbury maybe only one-quarter or one-fifth of their ordinary length, and while in this state (that is, so long as the conditions necessary for contraction are maintained) they show long-range, rubber-like elasticity. The contraction is due to a violent coiling-up of the molecules, and I have included two photographs in plate 17 to bring out the point. I t is not a question of simple disorientation of initially parallel chain-bundles b u t of extensive intramolecular rearrangement, as is seen a t once when we compare the diffraction p attern of disoriented normal collagen with the 'am orphous' halo th a t is obtained after strong therm al contraction.
In both families of fibrous proteins, then, there is this capacity of the polypeptide chains, given the right conditions, of changing their form and effective length by coiling and uncoiling. Indeed, the concept is general for all proteins, even the so-called corpuscular proteins, whose molecules are massive, rounded bodies. These are no other th an compact groupings and coiled-up arrangem ents of peptide chains in specific configurations, alone or in combination w ith prosthetic groups. X-rays show th a t the act of denaturing such corpuscular proteins is one of disorganization: the chains are liberated from their specific configurations, and it is often possible afterwards to spin them into artificial protein fibres (V ; A stbury 1945 a). Crystalline egg albumin, for example, can be transformed into fibres stronger th an wool, and fibres made from casein or the seed globulins are now industrial products. Looked a t in this way, therefore, the elastic fibrous proteins fall into a logical place between silk fibroin and the /?-proteins a t one extreme and the corpuscular proteins a t the other (V I): they represent interm ediate states of folding. And, in particular, it follows th a t the muscle problem, in so far as it is embodied in the properties of myosin, m ust properly be viewed against a much wider structural background. The inference is th a t it is by no means a special problem, b u t rather a special m anifestation of more general phenomena whose full interpretation implies an understanding of the properties and significance of the k.-m.-f. group as a whole. As I say, in anything th a t concerns the k.-m.-f. group we are dealing w ith a m aster plan in the evolution and adaptation of biological molecules.
An initial stumbling block along this fine of argum ent was the paradox th a t muscle is prim arily a reversibly contractile tissue, whereas hair was only known to be reversibly extensible. A glance a t plate 18, figures 3 and 4, is enough to show th a t we cannot accept such a state of affairs w ithout further investigation. The first p attern is th a t of the byssus retractor muscle, washed and dried, of M ytilus edulis, and the second th a t of unstretched Cotswold wool (a-keratin): the resemblance is so close as to make it very unlikely th a t there is any far-reaching difference of molecular form in the two cases, and any really fundam ental disharmony in properties. N ot only should it be possible to transform the muscle protein into its /?-form, b u t also, and more im portant still, it should be possible somehow to make the hair protein contract. (Plate 18, figure 5, is the X -ray justification for discussing for the moment the pattern of washed and dried muscle: the only essential dif ferences to be seen in th a t of living muscle are the diffraction effects arising from the fluid contents.)
Let it be said a t once-that we have never yet succeeded in obtaining a /^-pattern by stretching living muscle; we have always had to wash and dry it first and then, after re-wetting, stretch a length of only a few millimetres. Plate 18, figure 6, was obtained in this way: the a-/?-transformation was incomplete before the muscle broke, b u t it is clear enough th a t it can be brought about, just as foreseen. Similar results were obtained w ith short lengths of the frog sartorius muscle, bu t with this notew orthy difference, th a t it was found more effective to stretch from a length shorter th an the resting length, as though there were associated with the striated resting length some intramolecular linkage which had to be undone first.
The discovery how to shorten hair, with a detailed study of the phenomenon, is described in II I, and it is analysed further by Woods (1933) . To avoid confusion w ith the more familiar contraction of hair, th a t is,' its elastic recovery from stretching, we have used the word supercontraction to denote contraction to a length shorter th an the normal unstretched length. There are various ways of causing hair and the other keratinous structures to supercontract, bu t it is established th a t w hat is required first is hydrolytic breakdown of certain restricting cross-linkages of the polypeptide grid ('relaxation'), whereby it is left in a more labile state. The two simplest treatm ents for this purpose are by the action of hot w ater or cold dilute alkali on stretched hair. Take the example of the supercontracted wool whose X -ray diffraction p attern is shown in plate 18, figure 8: it was first stretched slowly in 1 % aqueous caustic soda by about 90%, then released in the same solution, whereupon it supercontracted by about 5 % : after washing out the caustic soda the fibre was then p u t in w ater a t about 80° C, where upon it supercontracted further to a final 20% . This is one of the mildest tre a t m ents; greater supercontractions can be realized by using steam, b u t the effect is complicated then by partial transform ation into the /?-form. I t is only the harder keratinous structures th a t require relaxation before supercontraction can be induced, b u t on the wider view th a t is a condition of secondary im portance; for in varying degrees supercontraction is a characteristic property of all the members of the Tc.-m.-f. group. Oriented myosin will supercontract spontaneously in water above about 40° C (IX), while Rudall (1946) has shown th a t epidermis will do the same in w ater above 70 to 80° G. I t is all a question of the nature of the cross-linkages of the polypeptide grid, which determine the stability of any particular configuration to its physico-chemical environment. In the series myosin-epidermis-keratin no doubt one of the principal controlling factors is the increasing proportion of cystine residues which link neighbouring main chains by means of disulphide bridges, and in fact Speakman (1936) has shown th a t the breakdown of disulphide bridges initiates supercontraction and is an essential preliminary to the 'settin g ' of wool. Broadly speaking, we may say th a t the main X -ray and elastic properties of myosin find their counterparts not in ordinary keratin, b u t in its supercontracting modification (IX). The outstanding chemical difference between myosin and keratin is the great preponderance of cystine residues in the latter-it is as though, starting out from a common molecular plan, one were a 'vulcanized' form of the other-b u t this difference can be minimized by disrupting the disulphide bridges.
And now, before proceeding further with the argument, a word of explanation about w hat the X -ray fibre photograph reveals. In general, structures built from long chain-molecules are only imperfectly crystalline, and only those chainbundles, or regions of chain-bundles, th a t are pu t together w ith some geometrical precision give rise to regular diffraction effects-the X -ray fibre photograph proper. I t is not simply a question of gross chemical irregularities or interfering molecules of other substances such as w ater or other swelling or accessory agents, though these are the most obvious sources of trouble in biological structures : quite pure substances, such as regenerated cellulose filaments, show similar effects, and in the case of plastics such as polythene it is undoubtedly a question of a thermodynamic equilibrium distribution of chain-bundles of all sorts of sizes and degrees of perfec tion. Theoretically, the X -ray diffraction p attern shows everything if only we could disentangle it, b u t in present practice we have to rely more on the regular parts of the p attern and try to use them as geometrical clues to the nature of the less regular components of the structure--a procedure th a t has so far been rather well justified. Nevertheless, we have to recognize firmly th a t the properties of a chain-molecular structure are the properties of the whole structure, of the well-organized com ponents plus the less well-organized components, and th a t as often as not th e dominating partners are the latter; and w hat is more, considerable changes can take place among them th a t leave the better crystalline components very little altered. I t is in fact a general rule, and w hat would be expected, th a t the b etter crystalline components react either more quickly or more slowly th an the less crystalline: if it is a question of the formation of cross-linkages, as in the 'settin g ' of stretched hair, then the most regular chain-bundles respond most quickly; while if it is a question of disorientation or change of molecular form, as in the super contraction of hair, then the least closely knit parts respond most quickly (III). In textile technology it can frequently happen, as in the progressive mercerization of cellulose fibres, th a t a chemical or physico-chemical reaction has proceeded some distance before it becomes detectable w ithout refined investigation in the X -ray diffraction pattern. And so it is w ith the supercontraction of wool and hair. The immediately noticeable thing about plate 18, figures 4 and 8, is th a t there is so little difference, even though the wool has supercontracted by as much as 20 %. We m ight expect some radical change of pattern, something comparable to the a-/?-transformation which takes place on stretching, though in view of w hat has just been said about the possibility of events happening first in the less crystalline regions before they penetrate to the more crystalline regions which are the source of the a-pattern proper, th a t would not be altogether justified. The really im portant point is not th a t ; it is th a t after supercontraction the a-pattern is so little disoriented.
Imagine a fibre constructed of long thin rods (submicroscopic fibre crystallites or so-called micelles) lying in an axially symmetrical distribution at all angles to Croonian Lecture the fibre axis up to a maximum of < j ) : then it can be shown th a t if be the fractional extension required to draw all the micelles parallel to the fibre axis, cos 0 = (1 -E + E )\ or expressed in a way more convenient for our purpose, if C be the fractional contraction corresponding to disorientation through angles up to < j > with the fibre axis, then
cos < ]) = (1 -2
Complete disorientation = 90°) is reached when the contraction is 50 % of the initial fibre length, and a t this stage the diffraction ' spots ' of an ideal X -ray fibre p attern are drawn out into full circles. A t interm ediate stages they are drawn out into arcs, and if, in a photograph taken on a flat film, the semi-angle of an arc is we have the two relations cos < j > = cos 6 cos x f°r meridional arc and sin < j > = cos 6 sin x f°r equatorial arcs, where 6 is the glancing angle. The following are a few numerical results (the reason for the chosen contractions will appear below) obtained by applying these formulae to the strong meridional reflexion (spacing = 5T4A, 6 = 8 |° for rays) th a t is the characteristic feature of the a-pattern of the k.-m.-f. group: W. T, Astbury Table 1 Semi-angle of X -ray arc (y): 36°51°63|°84°90°A ngular dispersion in fibre (< f>):
Actually, these values of x are under-estimates of w hat should be found in the photographs, because of the finite size of the arc, which is further increased in the case under consideration by two closely flanking arcs. Even if we neglect this cor rection, it is obvious from a comparison of either the meridional or the equatorial reflexions in plate 18, figures 4 and 8, th a t when wool supercontracts by 20% no such angular dispersion occurs as might be expected from simple micellar dis orientation. The X -ray diffraction effects are thus negative in a double sense: we m ight expect either the appearance of a new p attern or a disorientation of the old p attern in more or less quantitative correspondence with the supercontraction, but we observe neither. The most reasonable inference, therefore, an inference th a t is strengthened so much from other directions besides, is th a t supercontraction is an affair of chain-folding-chain-folding to lengths even shorter th an th a t found in the norm al a-state. More fully, the argum ent runs in this way. W ith regard to the non-appearance of any new regular pattern, such a pattern will appear, of course, only if the transform ation produces chain-bundles which are also sufficiently regular crystallographically, and the probabilities are against th a t: it does not happen in the therm al contraction of collagen, for instance-an impressive example of chain folding, if ever there was one-and I have purposely included in plate 17 photo graphs to make this clear. In any event the earlier stages of supercontraction in wool are not associated w ith the crystalline regions of the fibre substance th a t give rise to the a-pattern; it is only when strong supercontractions (approaching 50%) are induced by treatm ents involving the action of steam th a t the a-p attern is destroyed. We see then a disoriented /^-pattern, representing a proportion of straight chains amongst a variety of less regular configurations-an extensive disintegration of the a-folds analogous to w hat occurs in the heat-denaturation of the corpuscular proteins (V, VI). We visualize the fibre as an oriented array of a-chains aggregated in bundles some of which are of sufficient size and perfection to produce a crystal pattern, and the whole system is both in series and in parallel. Supercontraction will be confined first to the less crystalline regions and will take place as far as is possible in series, b u t in tim e the resistant crystalline regions will be dragged more and more out of parallelism, till finally, b u t only if the supercontracting agent used is powerful enough, they themselves will break up and take p a rt in the super contraction.
After developing this line of experiment and inference for the case of wool, hair, and related keratinous structures (III, IV), we later extended it to isolated myosin (IX), in which, as already pointed out, similar X -ray and elastic properties are found w ithout any need first to disrupt disulphide bridges, and in which super contraction can be brought about much more easily and over a greater range (we have recorded in IX a supercontraction of 6 5 | %, well beyond the 50 % limit given by the simple disorientation of long thin rods). The case of myosin is more con vincing even th an th a t of keratin, for though it would be claiming too much to say th a t the preparation used was composed of strictly identical protein throughout, there are no histological complications such as are possible w ith wool. There was a tim e when it could be argued, and was in fact argued, th a t the supercontracting properties of wool might be associated not w ith the keratin of the X -ray photo graphs b u t rather with some amorphous intercellular m aterial; b u t th a t objection was ruled out when Woods (VII) showed th a t everything essential we had observed with the whole fibre was found again w ith the isolated and disintegrating cells. I t cannot be over-emphasized th a t the story of the k.-m.-f. group is above all a family story: there is certainly a gradation of properties as we pass up from myosin through the epidermis to the different types of keratinous tissues, b u t the basic features are conserved. Myosin varies, b u t in principle it is always the sam e; and all hairs differ one from another, b u t they are still keratin.
And so we come to muscle itself-b u t before going any further I wish as a physicist to safeguard the experimental facts and myself by saying th a t the X -ray studies of muscle about to be described were carried out in collaboration with a physiologist, Mrs Sylvia Dickinson, to whom I am completely indebted w ith regard to all th a t pertains to th e physiological validity of these investigations. I think it is well to make th a t clear, for physicists and biologists are not unnaturally still a little suspicious of unskilled labour when it comes to either venturing into the expert workshops of the other. The X -ray pattern of muscle often reveals the presence of a certain am ount of collagenous material, and there are the diffraction effects of the fluid contents too, but to all intents and purposes it is th a t of swollen myosin oriented along the fibre axis; and when muscle contracts the sequence of X -ray events is much the same as when hair supercontracts. Surely, therefore, considering all we know now about the common molecular architecture of myosin and keratin, shared too with epidermis and fibrinogen-surely therefore, con sidering all these things, the two phenomena m ust be substantially similar. That, a t any rate, is the main thesis of this lecture. The normal state of the chief muscle protein, like th a t of the hair and epidermal proteins, is already a folded s ta te : from this state contraction can take place by a process of further folding, or, should the need arise (and in contradistinction to the collagen fibres of the tendons), elastic stretching is provided for by the possibility of the transformation. Plate 18, figure 7, illustrates a ty p ic a l£ dead ' experiment with M ytilus muscle to compare w ith the experiment of supercontracting wool illustrated in figures 4 and 8. The mussel shell was prised open* and one muscle was cut, whereupon it contracted immediately to about half its length: both muscles were, then washed situ for several hours, then cut out and dried. In the end the uncontracted muscle was rather more th a n twice the length of the contracted one; yet in spite of this, which m ight have been expected to result in complete disorientation of the X -ray fibre p attern (see above), plate 18, figure 7, shows nothing of the sort--the normal small angular dispersion is no more than about doubled.
Plate 19 illustrates some of the X -ray results obtained w ith contracted living byssus retractor muscles of M ytilus edulis. Before the muscle was cut out, thread ligatures were tied near the two ends and the length between these measured, and sometimes the muscle was also thinned. On excision, contraction took place spontaneously or could be brought about by slight mechanical or electrical stimula tion, b u t in any case the final order of length desired was attained by hanging the muscle in sea w ater for a short time with a small glass weight attached. During the photograph (the camera was of a closed type, and it contained a tray of sea water and soaked pieces of filter paper round the walls) the muscle hung by one ligature from a silver hook, sometimes freely and sometimes under the tension of a small weight. The length did not usually alter a great deal during the exposure (about one hour), and the value recorded is the mean of measurements taken a t the beginning and the end. The exposure was not made with the X -ray beam aimed always a t the same place in the muscle, bu t the muscle was moved parallel to its length every ten minutes or so through a slide th a t could be worked from outside the camera, so th a t, in all, as m any as six places were irradiated for a single photograph: by this means possible injurious effects of X-rays on the structure were much reduced if not actually eliminated, though as a m atter of fact we found no * This operation stretches the byssus retractor only a little, because it lies almost parallel to the hinge of the shell.
positive evidence of such effects during the times taken for these photographs. When the photograph was finished, the muscle was again tested for contraction by first restretching it in sea w ater by means of a small weight, and then stim ulating it by a small direct voltage or by stroking w ith a forceps. I f the response was u n satisfactory, the photograph was of course rejected.
The immediately obvious feature of the series of photographs shown in plate 19 is again how little change takes place on contraction. There is a definite progressive increase in angular dispersion, it is true, b u t in view of the calculations set out in Table 1 , it appears hopelessly inadequate to account for the observed contraction in term s of simple disorientation of long thin rods.
Plate 20, figures 9 and 10, illustrate comparative photographs of liv in g M ytilus muscle stim ulated and unstim ulated while held a t a length approxim ately the same as in the opened shell. The thread ligatures, made conducting w ith sea water, were attached to silver hooks, the lower of which was fixed while the upper consisted of the curved end of a piece of silver wire which passed through a hole in the lid of the camera and was connected to an isometric lever fixed to a support on the lid. Tension was developed (and noted throughout the experiment on a graduated scale in front of the tip of the lever) by first applying a high frequency stimulus for 10 sec., and then m aintained during the exposure (about 24 min.) by interm ittent application of 12 Y (1 sec. on and 2 sec. off). A t the end of the exposure it was found th a t there was little or no response to high frequency b u t a good response to 12 V direct. Plate 20, figures 11 and 12, illustrate a similar experiment w ith muscles first stretched b y about 12%. All four photographs are so much alike th a t again we have to adm it th a t there are no m arked changes in the more crystalline parts of the X -ray diffraction p attern to correlate with the physiological changes induced.
The rest of the X -ray photographs in plates 20 and 21 illustrate experiments w ith frog's sartorius muscle-b u t before describing these I wish to say th a t we have always found the same type of large-angle diffraction p attern from every kind of muscle, whether smooth or striated, th a t we have examined. I t is always the k.-m.-f. p attern and there is no evidence from X -rays th a t the really essential molecular mechanism ever varies, though there are of course m any adaptations. For example, plate 20, figure 14, and plate 21, figure 15, are photographs of liv in g frog's sartorius muscle, b u t they reveal no basic differences from the photographs of living M ytilus byssus retractor muscle shown in plate 19. W hat is being photo graphed each time-I refer again to the more regular parts of the X -ray p a tte rnare the oriented, anisotropic regions and it is they which represent the common feature of muscle structure. From this viewpoint and especially from the larger outlook of the k.-m.-f. group as a whole, plain muscle is the more fundam ental object of study, striations and suchlike probably representing secondary devices for purposes of speed and precision of action.
Since it is not possible to m aintain sartorius muscle in contraction long enough to take X -ray photographs with the kinds of diffraction equipment more commonly available (though it is hoped later to see w hat can be done w ith the aid of the more powerful moving-anode X -ray tubes), we have been able so far to examine only the effects of iodoacetate contracture. Plate 20, figures 13 and 14, illustrate an experi m ent on isometric contracture; figure 14, as just mentioned, being the normal photograph, taken with the muscle under a tension of 1 to 2 g. after it had been soaked in frog's Ringer for 2 \ hr. For figure 13-we used either the same muscle as for the resting experiment, or the one from the other side of the same animalthe muscle was first soaked in Ringer for 1 hr. and then in iodoacetate-Ringer (1 p a rt in 25,000 of neutralized monoiodoacetic acid) for | hr. A view of the camera arrangement, minus the film holder and some other components, is shown in plate 22, figure 21a. A silver clamp a t the lower end of the muscle held the bones of the pelvis, while a ligature round the tendon a t the tibial end was attached to a silver hook a t the end of a piece of silver wire th a t passed through a hole in the roof of the camera to an insulated isometric lever. For the resting muscle, the camera on its base was first placed beside a smoked drum and a tracing was made for zero tension: then the silver clamp was moved by a screw adjustm ent until a small tension was recorded, and again a tracing was made, after which the camera and base were transferred to the X -ray tube and a photograph was ta k e n : finally, after the exposure, another tension tracing was made. For the iodoacetate muscle, after the clamp had been adjusted so as to give about the same tension as for the resting muscle, induction shocks, through the muscle supports, were applied a t intervals of about 5 sec. and a tracing was made showing the contracture developing and the final tension obtained; and after the exposure another tension tracing was made. Plate 22, figure 216, shows the actual tracing made for plate 20, figure 13 : the tension developed a t the beginning of the exposure (1 hr.) was 20 g., and after the exposure it was 15 g.
There are two small changes to be seen in plate 20, figure 13, as compared with plate 20, figure 14: first, the tension has brought about a small improvement in orientation, and second, there has appeared a more general scattering near the centre of the photograph. The first effect is rather to be expected, and though it is usually not very pronounced because the normal orientation is already very good, it is commonly observed on increasing the tension either by stretching or by isometric stimulus, and its optical counterpart is a corresponding increase in birefringence. The second effect represents a definite departure from w hat we have always observed so far under conditions approaching the physiological (see, for instance, plate 19), and it is not easy to interpret with any confidence. The normal appearance of the centre of the pattern is one of a clear circular space on which is superimposed a marked spreading of the side chain reflexion towards the centre, an appearance th a t can be explained satisfactorily enough in terms of swollen, oriented fibrils lying in a liquid m edium ; b u t after iodoacetate contracture, whether isometric or isotonic, the clear space is obscured by X -ray scattering all round the centre, as if there had been generated some amorphous, irregularly oriented aggregates-say nodules or twists in the fibrils. We cannot be sure of the explana tion, for there is more th an one possibility, bu t the effect is worth noticing, if only in connexion w ith w hat is found when iodoacetate muscle is allowed to shorten. Here again there is an 'abnorm ality' as compared w ith untreated muscle: the whole photograph is less clean and the meridian arcs are faint, and they are undoubtedly spread out over greater angles than those shown in plate 19, for example.
F or these experiments on iodoacetate contracture a t constant tension the untreated sartorius muscle was photographed under a tension of \ g. (plate 21, figure 15), while for the treated muscle the procedure was to allow it to hang freely from the bone held in the silver clamp, apply induction shocks till contraction ceased, then transfer it to the camera and photograph it under a tension of \ g. As I have just said, the photographs so obtained were not very clear (plate 21, figure 16 , is an example, for which the mean contraction in the wet state was 28 %), and the meridian arcs were much fainter th an usual, b u t always, it m ust be recorded, there was a definite angular dispersion which moreover tended to complete disorientation a t contractions approaching 50% . W hether such a finding is really inconsistent w ith all the results thus far described for muscle not treated w ith iodoacetate, for which the angular dispersion was always insufficient to account for the contraction in term s of simple disorientation, our knowledge for the present is too incomplete to decide, though the general appearance of the photographs, as compared with the more normal diffraction patterns, does suggest th a t we should be chary of attaching overmuch weight to them in trying to interpret the nature of tru e physiological contraction. However, we decided to examine the m atter further by the experiment of washing out these iodoacetate-contracted muscles in w ater and then allowing them to dry freely. The result for the muscle illustrated in plate 21, figure 16 , is shown in plate 21, figure 20: the contraction was 28 % in the wet state and 42 % after washing and drying, b u t in spite of this increase it will be seen th a t the 'purification' leads to some improvement in orientation-in fact, the angular dispersion is once more so small as to cast even stronger suspicion on the apparent inconsistency. The case against it was strengthened still further by control experiments on the effects of washing untreated, uncontracted muscles and allowing them to dry freely. In several experiments of this kind it was found th a t contrac tions of from 10 to 26% resulted in any event, quite ap art from w hat iodoacetate plus stimulus might have produced, and w hat is more, the photographs showed angular dispersion. Plate 21, figures 17 and 18, illustrate the comparison between a sartorius muscle washed and dried a t normal length and one washed and allowed to dry freely, thereby leaving a contraction of 26% . The orientation is very little better th an in plate 21, figure 20, for which the total contraction (iodoacetate stimulus plus washing and drying) is 42 % ; and it is a fair inference, when allowance is made for this, th a t the angular dispersion due to iodoacetate contracture proper is actually smaller than first appears. The final photograph shown in plate 21, figure 19 , is even more convincing: the to tal contraction, due to iodoacetate stimulus followed by washing and drying freely, was 58% . This should have resulted in complete disorientation; but such an effect is still not observed-not to mention th a t contractions greater than 50 % are not realizable on the simple disorientation th e o ry ! T hat almost completes w hat I wish to report for the present on the X-ray experimental side. There is just one other case th a t m ust be included, one th a t in its way is as impressive as any we have examined. Dr E. Fischer kindly sent us from Wood's Hole the four retractor muscles of the worm which can be stretched over the great range of four to five times their shortest length. Before sending, the muscles had been kept overnight in sea water plus 28 % formaldehyde, then transferred to sea w ater plus 11 % formaldehyde, under which conditions they m aintain their birefringence for months. The set of four (from the same animal) had lengths 4*3, 8*6, 14*0 and 19-2 cm., and on arrival they were dried under a small tension and photographed both before and after washing out the salt. All the photographs obtained were of the type of plate 18,'figure 3, for example, and there is no need to reproduce them specially, b u t it was astonishing to see how little difference there was in angular dispersion between the shortest and the longest: only the shortest showed any appreciable deviation of the myosin chainbundles from axial parallelism and to all intents and purposes we may say th a t angular dispersion, of the more organized parts of the structure a t least, hardly comes into the story.
Taking everything into consideration then, experiments on different kinds of muscles, smooth and striated, living and dead, I think the X -ray evidence is nearly conclusive th a t the length changes in muscle are not primarily an affair fibrillar disorientation: disorientation does set in a t higher contractions, un questionably, b u t it seems to be more of the nature of an 'after-effect' due to the contractile elements being arranged not only in series b u t in parallel. The main phenomenon is something th a t takes place within fibrils and in series, as is indicated also by the way the already good orientation is further improved by stimulus under isometric conditions. And taking into consideration the a-/?-transformation and supercontraction and all the other common features of the k.-m.-f. group, the great range of length changes and, finally, the general relation between the fibrous and the corpuscular proteins-considering all these, I repeat-and I subm it we cannot do less-I think we are thoroughly justified so far in inferring too th a t this phenomenon within fibrils and in series consists simply of a folding of the molecular chains from which the fibrils are built. Later in the lecture we shall have to try to assess w hat this means more precisely and consider also the actual stereochemistry of the in tra molecular folds, b u t before we do th a t we have still one more general question to look into. I refer to the nature of the driving force responsible for the folding of the chains.
Briefly, the question here is one of specificity versus non-specificity, or of internal energy versus entropy. Do the chains fold in one or a few definite ways, or do they take up less regular configurations merely on probability grounds? This is an argum ent th a t has been going on now for some time, and by analogy with india-rubber and certain thermoplastics which do indeed tend to depart from the extended configuration chiefly because such a configuration is less probable and in which, therefore, we m ay say th a t the driving force of long-range elastic recovery is largely entropy, there has been a proneness to impose similar reasoning on all sorts of elastic structures, including muscle. This desire to explain all or most long-range elasticity in term s of entropy has rather been over-indulged and I should like now to present something of the other side of the picture.
In the first place, the idea of specificity in greater or lesser degree is param ount in the proteins: they are the compounds par excellence th a t have been adapted to the purpose of presenting particular molecular fields to particular environments and so far as we know enzymes are invariably proteins. Their versatility comes not only from different distributions of amino acid residues in polypeptide chains, b u t also from combinations of such chains (with or w ithout prosthetic groups) and above all from special ways of folding the chains. Even after denaturation, when some possibly highly specific configuration has been lost, it still remains th a t the chains are studded w ith polar groups and the strong interactions between these, both w ithin and between chains, are well removed from the behaviour of hydro carbons and suchlike. On general grounds, then, we should reasonably expect the protein chains in muscle not to fall into random configurations, b u t into definite forms indicative of special relations between the side chains and their physico chemical environment. In the second place, it is an experimental fact th a t the a -/^-transformation from the normal to the stretched form of myosin (and of all members of the k.-m.-f. group) is not from an irregular rubber, b u t from one regular state to another regular state. I t does not follow from this, of course, th a t the supercontracted state m ust necessarily be regular too, b u t on balance it would a t least seem prem ature w ithout positive supporting evidence to suppose th a t the further shortening of protein chains in muscle is also to be classified as a rubber-like entropy change.
A test th a t has been used lately is to study the effect of tem perature changes on the tension of a fibre held stretched a t constant length. For a reversible system a t constant volume the relevant thermodynamic relations (Wiegand & Snyder 1925; Meyer & Ferri 1936; Meyer, Lotm ar & Pankow 1936; G uth 1940) are where K is the restoring force a t length l, U is the internal energy, T is the absolute tem perature, and S is the entropy. Meyer & Picken (1938) applied this equation to stretched, unstimulated sartorius muscles of the frog and to the anterior byssal retractor of M ytilus edulis. W ith the former they found th a t a t small and large extensions the tem perature coefficient of the tension is negative, i.e. the muscle behaves like a normal solid, b u t a t interm ediate extensions the tem perature coefficient is positive, indicating a rubber-like decrease of entropy on elongation. The authors say th a t their experiments with M ytilus muscle were less satisfactory bu t also gave a positive tem perature coefficient a t intermediate extensions. They say, too, th a t X -ray photographs have shown th a t the oriented fraction of the muscle substance disappears during isotonic contraction (Meyer 1929; Boehm 1931) , and th a t 'this has been confirmed by X -ray photographs of a small bundle of fibres from the posterior adductor and anterior byssal retractor of M ytilus in the contracted condition (plate 3, figure 10). Microscopic examination showed th a t the fibres were not significantly crumpled in the contracted state, i.e. the change of the fibre diagram into a Debye-Scherrer diagram is not therefore due to a microscopic disorientation of the fibres, bu t m ust be due to a submicroscopic change in the structure of the system. ' I t is difficult to judge from the reproduction of the X -ray photograph exactly w hat change did take place in the experiment described, b u t in any case our own findings, based on m any X -ray photographs of which those reproduced here are only a selection, are against the conclusion th a t the crystallographically regular fraction of the muscle substance disappears on isotonic contraction: they do, however, accord with Meyer & Picken's microscopic examina tion in th a t they reveal little disorientation or crumpling of the fibrils as a whole.
As regards the behaviour of contracting muscle w ith change of tem perature Meyer & Picken quote Azuma (1924; see also Fenn 1923) , who 'has shown th a t during the onset of contraction a t least, the muscle is cooled by stretching, i.e. it behaves, not as a rubber-like substance, bu t as a normal solid body, in which deformation takes place with the displacement of atoms or groups from their positions of minimum potential energy'; and then say: 'Our experiments have shown th a t if a muscle in tetanus is rapidly cooled the force exerted increases. . Since, however, the system is not in equilibrium, it would be impossible, w ithout further evidence, to draw any conclusions about the elastic properties of the con tracting muscle from this fa c t.. . . We suggest, therefore, th a t during contraction the protein chains pass from a rubber-like state to th a t of a solid b ody.. . . ' We have not carried out any thermodynamic experiments on living muscle, and there is nothing in our X -ray results to support the conclusion of Meyer & Picken th a t ' the elastic system of the muscle (and in particular th a t of the fibrils) consists of flexible, primary-valence chain molecules, the arrangem ent of which in the resting muscle is random and highly probable.. but specially for this lecture H. J. Woods has kindly examined for me the thermodynamic behaviour of keratin and isolated myosin (Woods, 19466; see also A stbury 19456; Woods 1946a; Bull 1945) . For experimental details reference should be made to Woods' papers: it will suffice here to note th a t the volume changes when keratin and myosin are stretched or supercontracted are negligible, and th a t over the tem perature range studied (20 to 40° C), and for the short time occupied by the observations, adequate measures were taken to bring the system into a reasonably satisfactory state of reversibility: also, for reasons already explained, we shall not go into the behaviour of normal wool b u t concern ourselves rather with wool th a t after suitable relaxation has acquired the property of supercontraction. Figure 1 is a comparison of the results obtained w ith relaxed Cotswold wool, oriented myosin strip (prepared as described in IX ), and a strip of india-rubber from a latex cycle tube, all examined in water. In each case the upper curve gives the observed restoring force (K), while the lower gives T(dKldT)h th a t p art of K which arises from entropy. The difference between keratin and myosin on one hand and rubber on the other is striking, for while the greater p art of the restoring force in stretched rubber is due to entropy, the converse holds for stretched keratin and myosin: the restoring force in their case is chiefly or entirely a question of internal energy. I t should be mentioned th a t there is perhaps an uncertainty in the quantitative significance of the extensions recorded w ith myosin, because of some unavoidable internal slipping th a t would tend to give an over-estimate of the stretching of the chain-molecules them selves; bu t th a t is not going to have any serious effect on the argum ent w ith a component which is in fact still slightly negative over the extensions examined. Figure 2 shows curves obtained w ith Cotswold wool stretched from, and allowed to recover to, the supercontracted state. The fibres here were like those illustrated in plate 18, figure 8, i.e., they gave the a-pattern w ith very little disorientation on supercontraction. I t will be seen th a t throughout the whole cycle the observed load exceeds th a t which is borne by the entropy component-greatly exceeds it for most of the way, and in spite of the fact th a t it was by therm al means (water a t 80° C -see above) th a t the supercontracted state had been induced in the first place. A t supercontractions greater than about 20% the entropy component becomes progressively more im portant, b u t in these regions, as already described, the X -ray photographs reveal an increasing disintegration of the a-folds of the kind which occurs in the heat-denaturation of the corpuscular proteins. Experim ents w ith supercontracted myosin are not so clear-cut as those w ith wool because of inade quate internal cohesion in the artificial strips when they are immersed in water, b u t so far as they have gone a t the moment there is no reason to doubt th a t when allowance is made for this the results are very similar.
The position, therefore, with regard to keratin and myosin in w hat we may call their free' state is th a t their long-range elastic properties are activated.primarily by changes in internal energy, not by changes in entropy: shortening comes about not simply because random configurations of the chain-molecules are more probable, b u t by virtue of the capacity of these particular molecules to build up special intramolecular combinations. We have long held th a t this is so, bu t these therm o dynamic studies more or less settle the m atter. I t m ay still seem a far cry to what happens in living muscle, b u t I should like to say again, if I may, th a t muscular activity is not something set a p a rt; it is hedged around, it is true, by many accessory W. T. Astbury physiological complexities, b u t w ithin will be found only a peculiarly beautiful manifestation of more general elastic phenomena, phenomena manifested in one form or another by a whole family of protein fibre structures. In such an extra ordinarily difficult field our surest way in the end of getting a t the essential steps is to go to the beginning and identify these steps under the simplest conditions possible; and th a t is my excuse, if excuse is needed, for describing a t length so m any relatively crude laboratory experiments. The evidence is steadily accumu lating th a t w hat is observed in such experiments, for all their one time seeming irrelevance, is the untrammelled counterpart of w hat takes place a t th e core of the muscle machine itself. I t still seems a far cry b u t it is now nothing like so far as it was, and only a short time ago two further advances were made which I believe bring us very near indeed to the heart of the problem. The first of these is the discovery by Whewell and Woods (1944, 1946 ) of a simple chemical cycle th a t produces a reversible supercontraction of wool. H itherto we have had to be content with demonstrating the bare capacity to supercontract, and th a t under conditions of irreversibility and perm anent side chain alteration; in other words, the fibre could only be restored to its original length by pulling, and on release it shortened again to its supercontracted length. All this sort of investigation was necessary, of course, to forge the finks between keratin and myosin and muscle and to establish the conclusion th a t muscular contraction is not primarily an affair of fibrillar disorientation b u t rather of the folding of chains within fibrils, and I have treated it as such here, and in detail, in order to make clear every successive stage in the argum ent; b u t still there was the hiatus of not being able to bring forward any reversible chemical parallel to the muscle cycle. Now, I believe, a beginning has been made in bridging even this formidable gap. Whewell and Woods (1944,1946) have shown th a t wool (they used Lincoln wool) immersed in euprammonium solution supercontracts by as much as about 28 % of its initial length, th a t if it is then washed in w ater it retains the greenish blue copper stain and stays supercontracted, b u t th a t if it is afterwards treated w ith dilute sulphuric acid the copper is removed and the fibre returns almost completely to its original length-and the sequence can be repeated several times. During the supercontraction the X -ray p attern becomes weaker and vaguer w ithout pronounced spacing changes or loss of orientation, until, when the shortening is a maximum, it has almost disappeared; then, when the original length is restored by acid treatm ent, the p attern comes back unchanged. The indications to date are th a t the phe nomenon is complicated slightly by incipient side chain breakdown leading to a small am ount of 'irreversible' supercontraction of the more familiar kind, b u t otherwise it seems to be a pure effect culminating always in a supercontraction approaching somewhere between 20 and 30% . Mr Woods has supplied me with the following from his more recent experimental figures: behaviour of wool in the initial stage of supercontraction: it is comparatively easy, for instance, to bring about a supercontraction of 20 % or so, and furthermore, it can be done w ithout causing any serious change in the a-pattern (see plate 18, figure 8 ). There is here a most hopeful connexion w ith the processes of muscle proper: it all reminds us-and especially the new experiments of Whewell & Woods (1944 ,1946 -of the 'delta state ' described by Ramsey & Street (1940) . These latter authors, in an investigation of the isometric length-tension diagram of isolated skeletal muscle fibres of the frog, have shown th a t if a fibre is allowed to shorten by more than about one-third of its resting length, striking changes take place in its properties and structure, the most marked of which is th a t the fibre remains shortened after cessation of the stimulus: there active return process in the normal fibre that is missing in the ' delta s t a t e '. And th of the advances I have just mentioned th a t throw a bridge not merely from keratin to some indefinite hinterland of muscular activity, b u t to the properties of muscle in its physiologically active state. I refer to Ram sey's (1944) analysis of the energetics of muscle in term s of potential energy changes in the myosin chains.
The conclusion from Woods' thermodynamic experiments was that entropy plays only a minor role in the long-range elastic properties of keratin and myosin; rather is it an affair of internal energy, and presumably potential energy at that, since, quantitatively, the restoring force is defined chiefly by the factor ( . The total potential energy of the system, associated with various states of folding of the chains, will be represented by the area of the length-tension diagram, a diagram that is remarkably constant for single striated muscle fibres, and that Ramsey shows to be delineated 'most probably' by three approximately straight fines, one running from (0, 0) to (2L J 3, TJ3), another from (2Z/0/3, T another from (L0, T0) to (2L0, 0), where T0 is the maximal tension developed at restlength L0 * There are thus three length-tension equations:
from which can be calculated the proportion of energy expended in work and the proportion degraded as heat. I do not propose to go into all Ram sey's deductions a t length, stim ulating as they seem from the point of view of the considerations set out in this lecture,f b u t I wish to draw attention a t least to his derivation of the dynamical equation found experimentally by A. V. Hill (1938) 
where P0 is the isometric length tension, P is the load, v is the speed of shortening, and a and b are constants, the former having the dimensions of a force and the * The region from (0, 0) to (2LJ3, T J3) corresponds to the 'delta state' mentioned above. f Another valuable review of developments and the present situation with regard to the physical chemistry of muscle has recently been given by Fenn (1943 Fenn ( , 1945 )* latter of a velocity. I t says th a t the rate of liberation of extra energy (Pv for the work done and av for the shortening heat) is a linear function of the lo ad ; and th a t is also w hat Ramsey finds theoretically, to a reasonable degree of approximation. Hill's values of a/P0 ranged from 0*21 to 0*31 (mean 0*257), while Ramsey calculates values from 0*250 to 0*333 for loads not greater th an 2, which includes the range usually studied.
We come now finally to the arrangem ent inside the molecules of myosin and its fellow-members of the k.-m.-f. group. W hat is it th a t determines their common shape and elastic properties, w hat are the changes of configuration of which they are susceptible and w hat are the special groupings th at, when all is said and done, make them different? Only when these questions have been answered in detail shall we have arrived within cheering distance of the answer to the muscle problem, and only as p art of the elucidation of protein structure as a whole and against the background of accessory macromolecules will the full solution be reached. The plan of the k.-m .-f. group represents some power of the cell of synthesizing elastic fibrous protein to a design that is standard but of sufficient flexibility to permit of adaptations to special ends. As yet we glimpse no more than outlines, and it is only from such outlines th a t we can argue to-day. The outstanding fact, of course, is th a t the essential features of the plan are conserved over a wide latitude in chemical con stitution. This much is clear from the large-angle characteristics of the a-photograph, the oc-f-transformation and all the other common properties; and it is necessary first to find some quite general explanation of these things, some explana tion th a t is as little dependent on chemical constitution as possible. W hat we have proposed, from models built on the quantitative basis of crystallographic and tensile data alone (X, X I, X II, A stbury & Bell 1941), is th a t the form of the a-fold is decided by a simple method of packing the side chains in groups of three, first on one side of the main chain and then on the o th e r; and th a t if, in addition, it is postulated th a t for the most p a rt polar and non-polar side chains occur alternately, then the long-range elasticity follows by virtue of the tendency of the polars to aggregate in their own groups of three and the non-polars in their own groups of three. We are still in no position to press this interpretation, b u t it is certain th a t something of the kind is required to account for the unity amid diversity. The scheme readily allows for the incorporation of specific reactive groupings with respect to a particular chemical environment so long as the dominant interrelations of polar and non-polar are preserved, and in the case of the muscle cycle, it sees the contraction phenomena in term s of reversible changes in distribution, leading to further facilities for aggregation. I t thus offers to harmonize the conceptions th a t myosin is both the working elastic mechanism in muscle and also a principal enzyme (adenosine triphosphatase) or includes a principal enzyme in its complex (Engelhardt & Lyubimova 1939; Lyubimova & Engelhardt 1939; Engelhardt, Lyubimova & Meitina 1941; Bailey 1942; SzentGyorgyi & Banga 1941; Needham, Shi-Chang Shen, Needham & Lawrence 1941; Needham, Kleinzeller, Miall, Needham & Lawrence 1942; D ainty, 
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Kleinzeller, Lawrence, Miall, Needham, Needham & Shen 1943) , if the latter hypothesis should finally be found justified.
There is no direct evidence so far on the form, or forms, taken up by the myosin chains in the supercontracted state, b u t a promising line of reasoning links it up with the proposed structure of the a-fold on one hand and th a t of certain cor puscular proteins on the other. In the abstract th a t is already an old idea (VI) th a t is indeed absolutely fundam ental to this lecture, b u t it is possible now to give it a rather more concrete expression. From one point of view the a-fold, as just described, is a triangular packing of side chains standing out perpendicular to approximately square folds in the main chain, b u t from another, these square folds are also the shortest possible /?-folds (note the practically unchanged density in passing from the a-to the longitudinal /?-form, and also to the supercontracted state; X, X I, X II; A stbury & Bell 1941). By making the transverse /?-folds longer and longer the effective length of the chains becomes progressively shorter, till in the end w hat amounts to a corpuscular state is reached. This is not unsupported speculation: there are a number of strong indications now th a t certain corpuscular proteins are laminar in structure, w ith the laminae composed of chains lying in long folds, fibre fashion (V ; Astbury 1936; Palm er 1944) ; and there is also a peculiar observation th a t we have made on muscle itself th a t perhaps points in the same direction. After a frog sartorius muscle has been immersed in water a t about 60° C or above, it is found th a t the normal a-pattern has been transformed to a /^-pattern, as would be expected a t this tem perature, b u t this /?-pattern, instead of being oriented longitudinally as it is when produced by stretching, is oriented with the backbone reflexion lying on the meridian, just as is seen when a strip of 'poached' egg-white is stretched (V). The effect requires much more investigation before any safe conclusion can be drawn, b u t it is worth mentioning, and a t any rate it shows th a t a transverse orientation of /^-chains m ay be built up in the therm al contraction of muscle a t least.* A rhythm ic alternation between longi tudinally oriented chains and the same chains re-oriented transversely by folding has also been invoked by Preston (1941) as a possible basis for the protein mechanism whereby crossed fibrillar structures are built up in the plant cell wall.
T hat no deep-seated change is observed in the diffraction pattern of muscle (or, for th a t m atter, of any member of the k.-m.-f. group) except in abnormal states of contraction is in a way disappointing, b u t it is not really the disturbing result it might appear a t first sight. The crucial point is th a t whatever happens takes place primarily in series w ith the relatively small proportion of better crystalline aggre gates from which the regular diffraction pattern arises,* and these latter are bound to be the last to yield to the transforming agency ;f in fact, it is a question whether they would ever yield to the normal chemical events in the contractile cycle, or if they did, whether their transform ation would occur a t anything b u t excessively high contractions. W ith regard to those parts which do contract, there is no formal need to assume th a t they are endowed w ith special features, because, as I said near the beginning, there are distributions of degrees of aggregation in fibres composed of chain-molecules th a t are chemically uniform all along their lengths; nevertheless it is quite possible, or even probable, th a t in an edifice of the complexity of myosin, of which we know next to nothing in detail, there are specifically active foci in series w ith less susceptible regions-and I refer now not to microscopically visible striations b u t to structures of considerably smaller dimensions, such as could be revealed in the small-angle X -ray reflexions or with the electron microscope. On this level the two techniques overlap and it is there th a t there is the best hope a t the moment of making further progress.
I have concentrated thus far on the large-angle X -ray p attern {a) because it expresses the common intramolecular plan of the k.-m.-f. group and (6) because, for the purpose of looking for disorientation effects, it suffices as well as any other p a rt of the total diffraction p attern and is besides much more convenient. I t has long been known, however, th a t the full period along the fibre axis is m any times greater th an the common theme, and it is this full period, and the orders of reflexion arising from it, th a t embody the idiosyncrasies of individual members of the group. Mac A rthur (1943) has examined the complete diffraction p attern of porcupine quill tip w ith great care and has concluded th a t the axial period is either 658 or 198 A, w ith the present balance of evidence J in favour of the former, while * We have seen above that optical microscopical examination also reveals little or no crumpling of the fibrils on contraction, but since this lecture was delivered there has appeared a note by Hall, Jakus & Schmitt (1946) on an examination of the transverse striations and myosin filaments with the electron microscope. These authors report that 'the filaments extend continuously through the anisotropic and isotropic bands and pursue a straight course in both extended and contracted states'.
f Compare the effect of increasing water content in facilitating the reversal of ft-keratin to a-keratin (III). Only partial recovery takes place at lower vapour pressures however long the stretched fibre is exposed, and full reversal requires exposure to atmospheres approaching 100% b .h . We have interpreted this as meaning that there is a range of chain aggregates of various sizes and degrees of perfection of organization, and at any given vapour pressure only such aggregates contract as are not too big or too compact, in the dynamic equilibrium be tween keratin and water molecules, to resist complete penetration and solvation. Note, too, that in this progressive contraction from ft-to a-keratin there is no disorientation either. The whole process affords a very illuminating parallel to what we infer takes place during progressive supercontraction, except that the latter does not result in any new regular diffraction pattern.
f That is, direct X-ray evidence, and not, as stated by Fankuchen (1945), 'by introducing Astbury's ideas about the number of amino acid residues a respectable protein should h ave'. The 38th and 39th orders of 198 A would be 5-21 and 5-08 A, but we find only a single strong reflexion at 5" 14 A, and the difference seems too big to ascribe to errors of measurement. Bear (19446) has m aintained th a t it is definitely 198 A. We have not yet, ourselves, made a systematic investigation of the high spacings given by muscle, but MacArthur (1943) has re-examined some of our earlier photographs of dried frog's sartorius muscle and has set out the higher spacings there found in relation to those observed in photographs of wool and porcupine quill. The correspondence is promising b u t more data are required before a decision can be arrived at. I t was thought first (XI, X II) th a t not only are the small-spacing features similar for all members of the k.-m.-f. group, b u t th a t it would be found th a t the full period also is similar, though of course with differences of intensity in the various orders of reflexion; b u t it looks now as if th a t may not be true. I t is still possible th a t the period along the myosin fibrils in sartorius muscle will tu rn out to be like th a t in keratin,* b u t on the other hand Jakus et al.( 19 have recently described fibrils in clam muscles th a t give the a-pattern bu t have a full period of 725A. The latest results of Hall al. obtained in electron microscope studies of fibrils, stained with phosphotungstic acid, from the adductor muscle of Venus mercenaria, are particularly beautiful and open up fascinating new prospects in the quest of the fine structure of muscle. Hall et al. (1942) and Schmitt, Hall & Jakus (1942) had previously discovered in the electron microscope transverse striations in collagen fibrils th a t are very clear even w ithout the use of staining techniques. The period of these striationswe have since worked on them ourselves-appears to be susceptible to stretching in the process of preparing the specimen for the microscope, b u t its 'norm al' value is about 640A, agreeing w ith w hat is found also by X-rays (Bear 1942 (Bear , 1944 K ratk y & Sekora 1943) . Bear (1944a) has shown, too, th a t it can be increased or decreased or quite destroyed w ithout any corresponding alteration in the largeangle diffraction pattern. (The classical example of this kind of modification is gelatin, which is well known to give none of the high spacings of the collagenous m aterial from which it is manufactured.)
Now perhaps the most im portant point in all this, and w hat I have been leading up to since returning to the question of w hat happens in the fibrils in those parts which are in series w ith the organized regions th a t give rise to the large-angle diffraction pattern, is the susceptibility of the high period to mechanical or physico-chemical disturbance-the fact th a t it can become ill-defined or actually vanish without significant change in the small-spacing reflexions. This can only mean th a t there are 'patterns within p a tte rn s': there is an intramolecular p attern-the basic plan -from which are constructed long units, and then apparently these units are strung together to form long chains. Through successive levels of organization we proceed thus to relatively enormous fibrils, and thence to combinations of fibrils. * Since this lecture was delivered, Bear (1945) has reported briefly on two types of myosin or myosin-like fibrils. What he calls Type II seems to be the-' ordinary ' and more familiar type of myosin, and he states that it is the only type in striated frog sartorius and smooth dog retractor penis. The other type (period 725A) is found in the adductor muscles of molluscs, for instance.
We can hardly say more for the present, but in such a progression it is not difficult to visualize the incorporation of specific active foci and the inferred ' series arrange m e n t' of more readily and less readily transformable domains. Incidentally, the scheme fits in well, too, w ith our recent X -ray demonstration (X III) th a t the basic plan (the intramolecular a-pattern) is substantially unchanged in the transition from soluble fibrinogen to insoluble fibrin. The natural way of looking a t this transition is by analogy w ith the building-up process as it is now known in other members of the k.-m.-f. group, and from this vantage-ground fibrin is in essence nothing but long chains of finked fibrinogen units. The electron microscope also gives some support to this interpretation, in th a t transverse striations in fibrin have now been observed by Ruska & Wolpers (1940) and by Schm itt (1944) .
There is no report so far from electron microscope studies of the discovery of any obvious change in the structure of the myosin fibrils in contracted muscle, neither has there been any systematic investigation of the high X -ray period during actual contraction. We hope, however, to be in a position to carry out experiments along these fines as soon as the facilities of peace are properly restored.
Before concluding I think I m ight say a few words about the theory of muscular contraction developed during the last few years by Szent-Gydrgyi and his school (1945) . I m ust of course leave consideration of the more professionally biochemical side of this work to those more experienced and competent to assess it, though even on this score I should like to suggest th a t it is not really critical a t this stage whether w hat has hitherto been called myosin is a genuine individual or not. W hether it is better described as 'actom yosin', a complex of true myosin with 'a ctin ', is for the present almost a secondary m atter against the problem of the k.-m.-f. group as a whole, with its family intramolecular p attern and family elastic properties which have been adapted to such various functions and which persist over such a surprising range of chemical constitution. The points I would like to comment upon have to do with Szent-Gyorgyi's theory where it comes under the test of the now wide accumulation of X -ray experience in the study of biological fibre systems. His basic experiment, described in his own words (p. 57), is as follows: ' I f an actomyosin thread is suspended in a fresh, w atery extract of muscle it contracts violently. W ithin half a minute it will be contracted to half, w ithin 2 to 3 min. to one-third of its original length. A t the same time the thread becomes proportionately thinner and becomes opaque.' And again (p. 61): '96 out of 98% of the water, which made up the actomyosin-containing thread, have been pressed o u t.' The experiment, then, is of the nature of synaeresis, a drawing-together of the solid phase following an intense loss of water, and therefore, as Szent-Gyorgyi himself recognizes, not a parallel, in th a t form a t least, of w hat happens in muscle. The next step in the analogy was to stretch threads partly denatured by treatm ent w ith 0-001 M-ZnS04. These were found io develop double refraction on stretching and to lose it again on contraction. Szent-Gyorgyi then says (p. 60): '...the contraction of such a thread is anisodimensional: the thread becomes shorter and th ick er.. . . A t the same time its double refraction disappeared. Threads behave thus, in this respect, analogously to muscle, which, on contraction, becomes shorter and thicker and loses its double refraction__ The anisodiametral contraction of oriented actomyosin threads proves that it is the actomyosin particles which change their shape in contraction, they become shorter and thicker.
threads contract because the micels contract. The loss of double refraction shows that they also bend or fold up. ' There is no place here to quote more than these few salient remarks, but I think they will suffice to show that the experiment, or rather its interpretation, has little or no special bearing on muscular contraction, for a similar experiment could be performed with swollen rayon, for instance. As they stand, the effects observed would follow simply from the orientation and disorientation of elongated particles; they do not prove that the particles change their shape on contraction, and the threads do not contract necessarily because the micelles contract. As a matter of fact, the optical experiments of Weber (1933 Weber ( , 1934 and our own X-ray studies (IX) do show that when myosin is stretched there is first a development of double refraction by orientation and then later a further increase by stretching the micelles themselves (the a -/?-transformation), but the experiment of Szent-Gyorgyi falls short of such an inference, and as I say, it could be paralleled by stretching and relaxing almost any chain-molecular system.
Over and above these particular difficulties in the way of accepting SzentGybrgyi's deductions there is the more general difficulty that his model of the contractile mechanism (for details reference should be made to the original papers) is one that involves spiralization and again invokes loss of parallelism to the fibre axis. It is a composite arrangement in which 'the actin forms long threads.. .and the elongated myosin-particles are attached to the actin particle with their one end, stand radially and stick to the neighbouring myosin micels with their long side'. I can only suggest that the available X-ray data are not in favour of a scheme of this kind.
I feel that the last few moments of this lecture cannot be better devoted than to a plea for still closer co-operation between the biological and physical sciences. I said at the beginning that it is a sign of the times that a physicist should be asked to give the Croonian Lecture and that the distinguishing mark of present-day biology is its quickening interest in the molecular structure of living tissues, but th at is not putting the case strongly enough. We are at the dawn of a new era, the era of 'molecular biology ' as I like to call it, and there is an urgency about the need for more intensive application of physics and chemistry, and specially of structure analysis, that is still not sufficiently appreciated. We need much more co-operation, much more fraternization, much more encouragement the one of the other, much more sharing of knowledge and much more asking of help. Frankly, I believe the shortcoming now lies chiefly on the side of the physicist, though it is not clear why, since there are no more exciting and heroic problems than those presented by the structure and activities of the biological molecules. I know it all looks difficult, forbidding and even chaotic through our present dim eyes, b u t all the same I think it can fairly be claimed th a t generalizations and simplifications on a grand scale are beginning to appear a t last, and the invitation to concentrate our efforts is obvious. Above all we m ust apply ourselves to the problem of the proteins and their relations with the polysaccharides and the nucleic acids. I t does not m atter w hat we call ourselves, physicists or biologists; there are untold joint adventures awaiting in the inexhaustible field of the 'N ature and Property of Local M otion' of biological molecules, and it is only a question of time before any distinction of subject-m atter between the Croonian and Bakerian Lectures becomes meaningless.
In conclusion, I wish to express my great indebtedness to m y colleagues and other scientific friends who have shared the pleasures and pains of the investiga tions described in this lecture; and to the Rockefeller Foundation, whose generous and long-continued financial support made them possible.
